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The average person inhales 11,000 litres of air per 
day. Every time air is inhaled outside, the average 
human ingests around 1.5 billion Hydroxyls.“
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“
The average person inhales 11,000 litres of air per 
day. Every time air is inhaled outside, the average 
human ingests around 1.5 billion Hydroxyls.

Introduction

WELCOME TO HQAIR

o HQAir is an Australian designed, tested and patented advanced air and surface
treatment system.

o Safely and efficiently restores the balance of recirculated air to a state similar to
that of fresh, unpolluted air found in nature.

o Produces Ions and Free Hydroxyl Radicals, which are naturally occurring
molecules - referred to as ‘nature’s detergent’.

o Continuously sanitises the total volume of air, while simultaneously sanitising all soft
and hard surfaces 24/7 in an indoor environment.

o Using technology that’s is FDA Approved

From discussions with the TGA the HQAir does not require TGA registration on the ARTG. This, is due to 
the fact that, as the HQAir is a general air and surface devise which produces disinfectant/sterile gas it 
is categorised as an “Excluded Good” (under Section 5 and Item 5 of Schedule 1 of the Therapeutic Goods 
(Excluded Goods) Determination 2018) and accordingly does not fall under the TGA Act, and therefore 
does not require TGA registration.

Accordingly, HQAir has the required independent test reports to show efficacy of the HQAir unit and is 
able to satisfy any enquiry from the ACCC.
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“
Providing protection and prevention 
of cross infection.

Indoor Air Quality

THINK ABOUT THE QUALITY OF THE AIR WE BREATH

o Indoor air quality has been an ongoing focus within the Built Environment. However, the advent
of COVID-19 has sparked a far greater awareness and approach to indoor air quality.

o Healthier buildings result in:

- Attracting tenants and positively impacting on building owners and tenants’ brand;

- Attracting and retaining top talent/employees;

- Reduced sick leave;

- Reduced fatigue;

- Increased alertness;

- Increased mental performance; and

- Increased productivity.

o Improve Indoor Air Quality rating (e.g. Green Star, LEED, WELL, NABERS etc.).

o Challenge is to provide protection and prevent cross infection.
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“
Hydroxyls are a naturally-occurring molecule that 
pose no harm to humans, animals, or plants.

HQAIR WILL:

o Maintain air quality and significantly reduce the risks of exposure to airborne and
surface contaminants.

o Significantly reduce and manage the transmission of air borne risks and cross infection
in indoor spaces including:

- Pathogens (bacteria, germs and viruses including COVID-19, common cold, influenza,
stomach flu to name a few);

- Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs);

- Mould and mould spores;  and

- Odours and other toxic fumes.

o Significantly reduce and manage contaminated/poor-quality air in residential,
commercial, industrial, retail, medical, and indoor public spaces.

HQAir – 
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“
Safe for humans, animals & plants.

HQAIR IS:

o Chemical free;

o Filter Free;

o Safe and environmentally responsible. It does not emit Ozone or Formaldehyde;

o Safe to use around people, animals, and plants;

o Effective on soft and hard surfaces, including natural and man-made fibres and fabrics,
rubber, plastics, glass, timber, metal;

o Simple to install and cost effective to run.

HQAir – 
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“
Ventilation has always been a challenge for us due 
to the size and location of some our venues and  
upgrading our air-conditioning  system was simply 
not commercially viable. We have been using this 
technology now for several months at one of our 
venues. We are really impressed with the difference 
it has made to our business, that we are now  
expanding the HQAir system to all of our venue’s.  
As we learn to live with COVID this is another  
great tool in keeping our staff and guests safe. 

Karl Schlothauer
CEO – House of Pocket
President – Independent Bar Association NSW

Pocket Bar Terrigal Sanitising the indoor areas of the venue

Little Miracles
Every room at Tuggerah, its now been rolled out to the babies 
room for 3 more centres

Ovolo Hotels Used by housekeeping to sort out the rooms

Adelaide Ultura
Hotel Airport

Used in 2 rooms to promote a cleaner option. Used in the bathroom 
on the lower level as it is accessed by people in the airport

Universal Clean Contract housekeeping for the Adelaide Ultura Hotel

Nova Kiama Used by housekeeping

Green Point 
Christian College

Used in sick bay and the administration office
Subsequently being installed in all classrooms with inadequate 
ventilation for the commencement of term 4

Fortune of War Hotel Used in two bars to help keep staff safer

Stich Bar Used to remove odours and freshen up the bar

Chatswood RSL Used at entry points to the club where its considered high risk

Installations & Testimonials

Some of the locations we have the HQAir system installed
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“
THE POWER OF HYDROXYLS

The Power of Hydroxls

HOW POWERFUL ARE HYDROXYLS?

The below table compares the oxidizing power of Free Hydroxyl Radicals to 
other types of oxidants.
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“

Free Hydroxl Radicals  vs IONS

The only technology that produces both Ions and 
Free Hydroxyls.

Every internal space is filled with positively and negatively charged particles. Consisting of a com-
bination of dust, airborne bacteria or viruses, other microbes, odours, smoke, and other allergens.

WHAT ARE FREE HYDROXYL RADICALS  AND HOW DO THEY WORK?

A Free Hydroxyl Radical is a water molecule missing a Hydrogen atom. Because the molecule 
is in an unbalanced state, it must replace its missing Hydrogen atom.

To replace the missing Hydrogen atom the Hydroxyl molecule seeks ‘donor’ chemicals and 
pathogens in the air. Upon contact, the Hydroxyl molecule forcibly rips a Hydrogen atom from 
the chemical or pathogen cell wall, breaking it apart and neutralising it on contact. Free Hydroxyl 
Radicals are therefore lethal to pathogenic viruses and bacteria. When the process is complete, 
the Hydroxyl molecules returns to a state of a water molecule, H2O, rendering it harmless to 
humans, animals, and plant life.

In the meantime, the cell wall of the pathogen has been lethally ruptured and, similar to 
bursting a balloon, it dies. This is a very simple action to which bacteria and viruses cannot 
become immune to. Free Hydroxyl Radicals do not discriminate between bacteria or viruses; 
and will attack and kill them with the same veracity on contact.
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“

Free Hydroxl Radicals  vs IONS

Ions CAN NOT produce Hydroxyl Radicals. 
Dr Les Baxter

WHAT ARE IONS AND HOW DO IONS WORK?

Ions are negatively and positively charged particles that are attracted to and bond to other 
negatively and positively charged particles in an internal space.

When ionized particles bond to airborne particles, their collective weight renders them too heavy 
to float in the air; so they fall to the nearest horizontal surface. Once they are no longer airborne, 
the ionized particles can be collected in a vacuum cleaner or by dusting furniture and raised 
surfaces. Ions are great at clumping pathogens and precipitating them out of the air. However, 
they are slow and inefficient at killing them.

CONCLUSION

As well as Ions, HQAir HIGT technology also generates Free Hydroxyl Radicals, which are highly 
aggressive and far more effective and efficient than Ions when it comes to killing pathogens that 
are airborne and on surfaces.

HQAir is patented, tested Australian technology designed to the highest technical and scientific 
standards. HQAir offers peace of mind and a disinfecting protocol that kills airborne and surface 
bacteria and pathogens – including COVID-19 – on contact, which is safe to use around humans, 
animals, plant life.
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“
Eliminate Bacteria, Mould, Allergens, Chemicals & 
Odours.

FDA Approved. Efficacy

HQAir has independently demonstrated its effectiveness at eliminating: 

BACTERIA. VIRUSES. MOULD. ALLERGENS. VOCS/CHEMICALS. ODOURS

Independent laboratory tests have been conducted by: 

o Lovelace Respiratory Research Institute, the premier US atmospheric chemistry
research center, verified Odorox® hydroxyl formation and reaction rates;

o Comparative Biosciences conducted the voluntary Odorox® toxicology studies and
verified safety according to strict FDA Good Laboratory Practices (GLP) standards;

o Columbia Analytical Services quantitatively measured the decomposition of a wide range
of pollutants reacting with Odorox® oxidants; and

o ATS Labs verified Odorox® technology capability to kill a wide range of clinically and
commercially important bacteria, viruses and moulds (fungi) in the air and on surfaces
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“
Approved by the Food & Drug Administration.

FDA Approved. Efficacy
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SHOPPING CENTRES, 
OFFICES, EDUCATION 
AND PUBLIC SPACES

o Public buildings

o Schools, universities

o Offices

o Shopping centres

o Wedding reception venues

o Libraries

o Cinemas, Theatres

HOSPITALITY, 
TRANSPORT, TRAVEL 
AND TOURISM

o Airport terminals

o Hotels

o Convention centres

o Restaurants, cafés

o Bars, clubs, pubs

o Aircraft

o Cruise ships

o Coaches

o Public transport
(buses, trains, trams, etc)

o Transit stations

DOMESTIC AND 
RESIDENTIAL

o Homes

o Apartments

o Group homes

o B&Bs

o Hostels

o Emergency shelters

MEDICAL, LEISURE, 
AND WELLBEING

o Hospitals

o Aged care facilities

o Childcare centres

o Medical centres

o Dental surgeries

o Day spas

o Well-being centres

o Private clinics

o Community facilities

INDUSTRIAL

o Waste processing facilities

o Water and sewage
treatment plants

o Food manufacturing and
storage facilities

o General manufacturing
facilities (pharmaceutical,
automotive, textiles, etc.)

“
Effective for public, domestic, medical, industrial 
and educational spaces.

Application
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Q

In-Duct Installation

HQAIR INDUSTRIAL IN-DUCT INSTALLATION

The following diagram is a typical illustration of the 
HQAir Industrial installed or retro fitted into existing 
air conditioning systems:

“
The average person inhales 11,000 litres of air per 
day. Every time air is inhaled outside, the average 
human ingests around 1.5 billion Hydroxyls.

HQAIR INDUSTRIAL UNIT

.com.au
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Models

“
Available as In-Duct, Stand Alone and Portable models.
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Technology Comparison

“
HQAir destroys pathogens, bacteria, germs & viruses.

HQAir UV-C
Ionisation 
(Bipolar, 
Mono)

UV 
Hydroxyl PCO HEPA Filter

Safe and tested for occupied spaces 2

Produces Free Hydroxyl Radical

Produces Ions

Produces Free Hydroxyl Radical and Ions

Scalable

Monitored and controlled output ^ ^ ^ ^

Integration with sensors and monitoring systems ^ ^ ^ ^

Treats air passing through the air system/HVAC

Destroys pathogens, bacteria, germs and viruses in the air and on surfaces 3 4

Breaks downs and removes odours 5 4

Breaks downs and removes VOCs/toxins 5 4

Reduces Particulate Matter (PM2.5/PM10)

1. Only when directed
away from occupants

2. Possible build-up of
Formaldehyde

3. Ions are great at
clumping pathogens
and precipitating
them out of the air.
However, they are
slow and inefficient
at killing them

4. Only through
machine

5. Limited, slow
^ Depends on vendor
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“
HQAir, a step change technology. The ONLY  
devices that produces Free Hydroxyl Radicals 
AND Ions.

Competitors

o There are a number of other manufacturers that claim to have similar products to HQAir.

o Not aware of any HQAir competitors’ devices that produce Free Hydroxyls Radicals and Ions.

o Are more basic, produce the less efficient Bound Hydroxyls or Ions.

o HQAir is not a simple air filtration system or purifier. It is scientifically proven to reduce viruses
and germs existing in the air.

o HQAir produces Ions and Free Hydroxyl Radicals, is more efficient at removing pathogens
–including COVID-19 – from the air and hard and soft surfaces.

o More cost effective.
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“
Treats total air volume as well as all hard and soft 
surfaces at the same time.

Advantages of HQAir

THE KEY ADVANTAGES OF THE HQAIR TECHNOLOGY ARE: 

o Combines the production of Ions and Free Hydroxyl Radicals, which is a very powerful
and efficient method of treating airborne pathogens;

o Negates the need for filters or insufflating air into a treatment chamber;

o Very safe and poses no harm or risk to humans, animals, or plants;

o Treats the total volume of air in the area as well as sanitising all hard and soft surfaces
at the same time; and

o Offers continuous, efficient, 24/7 risk-free protection.
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